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ABSTRACT
Silicon Dangling Bonds (SiDBs) present a promising computational

technology that goes beyond traditional CMOS. It enables the cre-

ation of circuitry using single atoms as elementary components.

Since contemporary computational technologies approach their

physical limits, SiDBs have attracted significant interest from both

academia and industry. SiDBs allow for gate implementation of

Boolean functions to realize arbitrary circuit logic. Hence, improve-

ments at the gate level propagate through to the circuit level. Al-

though fabrication capabilities are advancing rapidly and initial

design automation methodologies have been proposed, the current

design of SiDB gates is primarily based on manual labor. This pa-

per presents an approach capable of designing SiDB gates using

the minimum number of SiDBs possible for a given Boolean func-

tion, thus minimizing gate cost and providing an optimal basis for

SiDB circuits. This methodology simplifies SiDB circuit designs and

their corresponding manufacturing processes significantly, thereby

accelerating the progress of this promising nanotechnology.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Hardware→ Emerging tools and methodologies; Quantum
dots and cellular automata; Single electron devices.

1 INTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION
Academia and industry alike are showing a growing interest in

the Silicon Dangling Bond (SiDB) logic platform as a promising

computational nanotechnology beyond traditional CMOS technol-

ogy [1, 8, 9, 29–31]. This interest arises as contemporary computa-

tional technologies approach their physical limits. SiDB logic offers

several advantages, including the use of elementary components

on the sub-nanometer scale, leading to a significant improvement

in integration density compared to contemporary CMOS fabrica-

tion nodes [1, 5, 8, 9, 19, 21, 28, 29]. With today’s transistor-based

technology consuming significant amounts of power and being lim-

ited to low GHz speeds, SiDB technology stands out by drastically

reducing power consumption for similar processes, exceeding up

to a 99 % reduction [12]. These characteristics position SiDB logic

as a promising solution to achieve ultra-low power computation

and establish it as a highly anticipated contender in the field of

beyond-CMOS technologies.

The SiDB logic platform has received significant attention from

the scientific community, resulting in proposals for gate and circuit

implementations [2, 15, 17, 23, 27], simulation tools [3, 11, 14, 15],

and design automation solutions [6, 7, 13, 15, 25–27]. Furthermore,

∗
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the research company Quantum Silicon Inc. has emerged as a key

player in the commercialization of SiDB technology, attracting

significant investments [30, 31]. These developments highlight the

need for design and simulation tools to keep pace with the rapid

advances in SiDB fabrication capabilities.

Since gates are the fundamental logic building blocks in every cir-

cuit technology, and each individual gate contributes significantly

to the overall circuit cost, reducing the gate cost is imperative. In

general, every circuit technology employs specific metrics as a fig-

ure of merit for cost estimation. In the SiDB domain, the number of

required SiDBs is used predominately to measure gate cost, because

more SiDBs in a circuit lead to increased manufacturing complexity,

more complex simulations, as well as reduced temperature and

defect robustness [4, 16]. To date, SiDB gates are either designed

manually or generated using techniques like Reinforcement Learn-
ing [13], which, in turn, are based on approximate simulation that

can introduce false positives [13]. However, the extent of the dis-

crepancy between the costs of these proposed designs and their

respective cost-minimum (i. e.,minimum number of SiDBs) remains

undetermined.

This paper presents an approach capable of designing SiDB gates

using the minimum number of SiDBs possible for a given Boolean

function, thus minimizing gate cost and providing an optimal basis

for SiDB circuits. In particular, this approach yields a range of

different implementations for the same Boolean function (due to

its exhaustive nature), all with the same cost-optimum number

of SiDBs. This allows evaluations based on secondary or tertiary

metrics (i. e., temperature, or defect robustness), if required. As a

result, for the first time, a comprehensive database ofminimal SiDB
gate implementations is presented.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 re-

views the SiDB logic concept and explains the intricacies of physical

simulation. In Section 3, related work on physical simulators and

SiDB gate design is reviewed. Based on that, an approach for mini-
mal design of SiDB gates is proposed in Section 4. In Section 5, we

then present the correspondingly obtained gate implementations—

for the first time, providing a minimal SiDB gate library which

serves as an optimal basis for SiDB circuits. Finally, Section 6 con-

cludes the paper.

2 PRELIMINARIES
In an effort to establish this paper as a self-contained work, this

section reviews the preliminaries that are required for the com-

prehension of the proposed contribution. First, in Section 2.1, an

overview of SiDBs and their use for logic is given. Subsequently,

the physical simulation is elaborated in Section 2.2.
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(a) Lattice side view. (b) Lattice top view.

0.76 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(c) Binary wire made from SiDBs propagating a logical 1 signal.

Figure 1: SiDB fabrication on the H-Si(100)-2×1 surface.

2.1 Silicon Dangling Bond Logic
SiDBs are fabricated on an H-Si(100)-2×1 surface using an atomi-

cally sharp tip of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) [1, 9, 10,

18, 22]. An applied voltage at the STM tip breaks the covalent bond

between hydrogen and a silicon atom—allowing the hydrogen atom

to be desorbed to the tip, leaving behind an open valence bond

(𝑠𝑝3-orbital) called SiDB.

Example 1. Figure 1a and Figure 1b sketch the SiDB fabrication
process on an H-Si(100)-2×1 surface.

Since the SiDB is an 𝑠𝑝3-orbital, it can host at maximum two

electrons. However, the actual number of electrons hosted by the

SiDB (which defines the charge state of the SiDB) depends on the

local electrostatic potential, which can be caused by either an exter-

nal electrode or neighboring SiDBs. In the case where no external

electrostatic potential is applied and only a single SiDB is present,

the charge transition levels (0 /−) and (+ / 0) lie roughly 0.3 eV and

0.8 eV below the conduction band [19, 20], respectively. Thus, an

unexcited SiDB is negatively charged. However, if an electrostatic

potential at an SiDB (which can be caused by either external elec-

trodes or neighboring SiDBs) is sufficiently large, it can shift (0 /−)
above the Fermi Energy 𝐸𝐹 , which entails the SiDB to become neu-

trally charged. This property of exhibiting several charge states

(depending on the local electrostatic potential) while being iso-

lated from the conduction band, can be exploited to propagate bit

information between closely placed SiDBs.

Example 2. In Figure 1c, an SiDB wire is illustrated, where the
electrostatic interaction leads to one neutrally charged and one nega-
tively charged SiDB within each Binary-Dot Logic (BDL) pair (green
rectangles). The single SiDB (perturber) on the left applies coulombic
pressure to the BDL pairs and, thus, propagates a binary 1 signal
through this wire.

The aforementioned principle of electrostatic coupling can also

be utilized to construct gates. In particular, both a BDL wire com-

prised of eight SiDBs and an OR gate with a total size smaller than

30 nm
2
have been successfully manufactured by Huff et al. [8].

2.2 Physical Simulation
To validate whether a given SiDB layout fulfills a given Boolean

function and, thus, operates as an intended logic gate, physical

simulation is imperative prior to costly fabrication. Since any bit

information is encoded in the location of charges in the SiDB tech-

nology, the objective of such simulation is to accurately determine

the charge states of every single SiDB of a given SiDB layout, for

which electrostatic potential simulation is conducted as a first order

approximation.

The electrostatic potential𝑉𝑖, 𝑗 at position 𝑖 generated by an SiDB

in state 𝑛 𝑗 ∈ {−1, 0, 1} at position 𝑗 is given by [8, 10]:

𝑉𝑖, 𝑗 = −
𝑞𝑒

4𝜋𝜖0𝜖𝑟
· 𝑒
− 𝑑𝑖,𝑗

_tf

𝑑𝑖, 𝑗
· 𝑛 𝑗 , (1)

where _tf defines the Thomas-Fermi screening length and 𝜖𝑟 the

dielectric constant which were experimentally extracted to be 5 nm

and 5.6, respectively [8]. Furthermore, 𝜖0,𝑞𝑒 and𝑑𝑖, 𝑗 are the vacuum
permittivity, the electron charge (𝑞𝑒 = −𝑒 ; 𝑒 : elementary charge), and
the Euclidean distance between position 𝑖 and 𝑗 , respectively. The

total electrostatic potential energy 𝐸 is then defined as:

𝐸 = −
∑︁
𝑖< 𝑗

𝑉𝑖, 𝑗 · 𝑛𝑖 · 𝑞𝑒 (2)

Since physical systems settle down in a state of lowest energy,

the state of an SiDB layout at cryogenic temperatures is given by

a charge configuration with the lowest energy. However, such a

solution (i. e., a physically valid charge distribution) has to meet

the physical constraint of metastability, which is the combination

of the Population Stability and Configuration Stability as introduced

by Ng et al. [15]. Both must be obeyed to guarantee the validity of

the simulation result.

3 RELATEDWORK
Physical simulators are essential for designing SiDB gates without

the need for intermediate fabrication and measurement. In this

section, state-of-the-art simulators from the literature are there-

fore discussed in Section 3.1, focusing on the QuickExact algorithm.

Afterwards, approaches for SiDB gate design are reviewed in Sec-

tion 3.2. By highlighting their drawbacks, the need for an alternative

approach is emphasized, which is proposed in Section 4.

3.1 SiDB Simulation Engines
As discussed in Section 2.2, in SiDB logic, any bit information is

encoded in the distribution of charges. Consequently, simulating

the charge states of individual SiDBs plays a pivotal role in validat-

ing whether any given SiDB layout implements a given Boolean

function.

However, this physical simulation task can be understood as a

high-dimensional optimization problem that must be solved to cor-

rectly determine the ground state of a given layout. Currently, there

are two exact (100 % accuracy) and two approximate simulation en-

gines: Exhaustive Ground State Searcher (ExGS) [14],QuickExact [11]
and SimAnneal [15], QuickSim [3], respectively:
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3.1.1 Exhaustive Ground State Searcher (ExGS) [14]: ExGS was the
first exact algorithm which has been developed. It exhaustively

enumerates all charge configurations of a given SiDB layout and

calculates the total electrostatic potential energy of the system.

In addition, it verifies the physical validity for each configura-

tion [3, 14, 15]. However, ExGS is a naive approach that does not

apply runtime optimization. Hence, simulation runtimes are signif-

icantly higher compared to QuickExact, which is introduced next.

3.1.2 QuickExact: [11]: QuickExact is an exact algorithm that con-

siders all physically valid charge distributions. However, in con-

trast to ExGS, the following three techniques are incorporated into

QuickExact: (1) Physically-informed Search Space Pruning, (2) Par-

tial Solution Caching, and (3) Effective State Enumeration. These

techniques lead to a significantly increased performance. Specifi-

cally, compared to ExGS, QuickExact’s achieves a runtime advan-

tage exceeding a factor of up to 5000.

3.1.3 SimAnneal [15]: SimAnneal is a heuristic algorithm inspired

by simulated annealing. It consists of two major components, sur-

face hopping and population control [15]. However, for some SiDB

layouts, several runs (not rarely in the thousands) are required,

leading to significant runtimes [3].

3.1.4 QuickSim [3]: QuickSim outperforms SimAnneal in terms

of simulation accuracy while being still efficient due to its use of

physically-informed search space reductions. This makesQuickSim
a potent algorithm to approximately simulate the charge distribu-

tion of SiDB layouts with up to 30 SiDBs. However, in rare cases,

QuickSim only achieves accuracy values of less than 90 %, and thus

also requires several repetitions.

3.2 SiDB Gate Design
Physical simulation is the key to design automation and is essential

in order to design SiDB gates. However, not only the physical

simulation is a challenging problem to solve, but also to design

an SiDB gate implementation for a given Boolean function in the

first place. In this context, the process of gate design determines

an SiDB layout that implements a given Boolean function 𝑓 . In the

literature, two approximate techniques exist for gate design, which

are discussed in the following:

3.2.1 Manually Designed Gates. SiDB gates are commonly de-

signed manually [2, 15, 23], i. e., via trial-and-error methods. How-

ever, this is only feasible if the canvas is small and thus, allows

few positions where SiDBs can be placed. In these scenarios, it

is straight-forward to determine a set of positions such that the

resulting SiDB gate implements the desired logic as presented by

Ng et al. [15] and Vieira et al. [23].

3.2.2 Gate Design with Reinforcement Learning. As soon as fabri-

cation limitations are considered, gates have to be larger compared

to first theoretical gate proposals [15, 23] as discussed by Walter

et al. [27]. Hence, it is challenging to manually design gates for

each given Boolean function. Therefore, an RL approach has been

employed in the literature [27]. It always begins with a skeleton (cf.

Figure 4), which consists of predefined input and output wires. In

addition, an area known as the canvas (gray dashed rectangle in,

e. g., Figure 2) is established for the placement of SiDBs. Depending

on how the SiDBs are placed inside the canvas, different Boolean

functions are implemented.

However, even though this approach is capable of finding gate

implementations, it expresses disadvantages and limitations: (1) RL

failed to determine solutions for some Boolean functions (Dou-
ble Wire, Inverter, andWire). As a result, only manually designed

versions of these gates exist. Hence, it is imperative to address

these limitations to obtain automatic solutions for all types of gates.

(2) Furthermore, RL can settle in a local minimum. Hence, the so-

lution can be far from the real optimum (i. e., minimal number of

canvas SiDBs), which is discussed in detail later in Section 5.3. As

a result, the gate cost remains unoptimized, causing a heavy toll

when multiple instances of such gates are employed throughout a

larger circuit layout.

4 MINIMAL DESIGN OF SIDB GATES
As discussed in the previous section, existing gate design methods

do not consider the number of canvas SiDBs as a cost metric or are

not able to generate minimal results. Hence, the development of an

alternative approach addressing these shortcomings is imperative.

In this section, an approach to design SiDB gate implementations

for a given Boolean function, a given canvas size, a given number

of canvas SiDBs, and a given skeleton is proposed. First, the gen-

eral idea is outlined in Section 4.1. Afterwards, the algorithm is

explained in detail in Section 4.2.

4.1 General Idea
The proposed approach is composed of three steps: (1) In the initial

step, all possible distributions of 𝑑 SiDBs within a given canvas

are exhaustively determined. This ensures exhaustive coverage of

every potential arrangement of 𝑑 SiDBs across the canvas. (2) The

distributions are then, one by one, incorporated into the skeleton,

resulting in the generation of distinct SiDB layouts. (3) Finally, the

generated SiDB layouts undergo an extensive simulation process.

All possible input combinations for the given Boolean function are

simulated to validate whether the logic is fulfilled. To prevent false

negatives due to simulation inaccuracies, we propose relying on

an exact simulation engine. Without loss of generality, we employ

QuickExact in this work.

Example 3. Consider in Figure 2 the design process of an SiDB
gate aimed at implementing the Boolean OR function using three
canvas SiDBs. Initially, all feasible distributions of three SiDBs within
the canvas are exhaustively identified. Figure 2 showcases a selection
of SiDB layouts, each resulting from a particular SiDB distribution.
Additionally, in Figure 3, the 290th iteration is evaluated for its ad-
herence to OR logic as an illustrative case among all possible layouts
resulting from placing three SiDBs. However, this specific layout does
not constitute a valid OR gate implementation since it outputs 0 for
all four input patterns 00, 01, 10, and 11.

4.2 Implementation Details
To understand how the proposed approach works, it is exemplified

by the pseudocode of Algorithm 1. The algorithm receives a Boolean

function 𝑓 as input for which an SiDB gate implementation is to be

designed. Additional input parameters are a gate skeleton 𝐾 with a

canvas 𝐶 , the number of SiDBs 𝑑 to place within the canvas, and
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Algorithm 1: Automatic Exhaustive Gate Designer
Input: Boolean function 𝑓 : B𝑛 → B𝑚 to implement

Input: Gate skeleton 𝐾 with canvas𝐶

Input: Number of SiDBs 𝑑 to place in the canvas

Input: Physical simulation parameters 𝑃 = {`−, _tf , 𝜖𝑟 }
Output: All gates that implement 𝑓 with 𝑑 canvas SiDBs in 𝐾

1 𝐺 ← ∅
2 pos← all possible arrangements of 𝑑 SiDBs in𝐶 // Eq. (3)

3 foreach 𝑝 ∈ pos do
4 𝐿 ← 𝐾 ∪ 𝑝 // the gate skeleton plus 𝑑 SiDBs

5 for 𝑖 = 0 . . . 2𝑛 − 1 do
6 result ← simulate 𝐿 with input pattern 𝑖 given 𝑃

// Figure 3

7 if result does not implement 𝑓 (𝑖 ) or wires have kinks then
8 goto Line 4 and continue with next 𝑝

9 end if
10 end for
11 𝐺 ← 𝐺 ∪ 𝐿
12 end foreach
13 return𝐺

the physical simulation parameters 𝑃 . All possible combinations

of distributing 𝑑 SiDBs in the canvas are collected as pos in Line 2.

They are stored as 𝑑-tuples with indices representing the lattice

positions and are thereby between 1 and |𝐶 |, where |𝐶 | describes
the total number of lattice positions within the canvas. The set of

all 𝑑-tuples can be formally expressed as follows:

{(𝑝1, 𝑝2, . . . , 𝑝𝑑 ) | 𝑝𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |𝐶 |} ∧ ∀𝑖< 𝑗 : 𝑝𝑖 < 𝑝 𝑗 } (3)

All these SiDB distributions are added to the skeleton one by

one in Line 4, resulting in the creation of a corresponding number

of individual layouts. Each layout undergoes an extensive physical

simulation process to identify valid gate implementations of the

given Boolean function 𝑓 . This is conducted in Line 6 for each

possible input pattern 𝑖 (illustrated in Figure 3). If the layout does

not implement 𝑓 for all 𝑖 or if any of the input/output wires exhibit

kinks, i. e., do not propagate the signals properly, the whole process

is repeated with the next SiDB distribution (Line 8). However, if the

correct gate behavior is observed for all 𝑖 without kinks, the layout

is added to 𝐺 as a valid implementation of 𝑓 (Line 11). Ultimately,

after all SiDB arrangements have been tested, the collected valid

implementations of the given Boolean function 𝑓 are returned in

Line 13.

5 RESULTING MINIMAL SIDB GATES
We design SiDB gate implementations with minimal cost by using

the method proposed above. This section summarizes and analyzes

our findings. To this end, we first describe the setup used to design

minimal SiDB gates in Section 5.1. Afterwards, we present the

obtained results in Section 5.2, which are subsequently discussed

in Section 5.3.

5.1 Setup
In order to create the minimal gate designs, the method described

above has been implemented in C++17 as the Automatic Exhaustive
Gate Designer tool on top of the fiction framework [24] as part of

(a) 1st SiDB distribution. (b) 2nd SiDB distribution.

(c) 290th SiDB distribution. (d) Final SiDB distribution.

Figure 2: Distinct layouts for different SiDB distributions.0 0

0
(a) Input pattern 00.

0

0 1

(b) Input pattern 01.

0

1 0

(c) Input pattern 10.

0

1 1

(d) Input pattern 11.

Figure 3: Logical validation of an SiDB OR gate.
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Table 1: Number of gate implementations for 𝑑 = 1, 2, 3 SiDBs.

Gate Name 𝑑 = 1 𝑑 = 2 𝑑 = 3

DOUBLE WIRE − − 9

CX − − 3

HA − − 14

AND − 2 645

XOR − 4 173

OR − 64 1702

XNOR − − 470

FO2 − − 1098

NOR − 40 355

NAND − 36 413

INVERTER Straight − − 1976

INVERTER Diagonal − − 221

WIRE Straight − 12 2391

WIRE Diagonal − 2 1386

the Munich Nanotech Toolkit (MNT).
1
All obtained SiDB gates are

publicly accessible.
2
While the resulting Automatic Exhaustive Gate

Designer can be used with different skeleton variations to design

SiDB gates, in this work, the Bestagon skeletons (cf. Figure 4) are

used to ensure comparability with the state-of-the-art Bestagon
SiDB gate library [27].

5.2 Resulting Gates
To demonstrate the applicability of the Automatic Exhaustive Gate
Designer , it was first executed for 𝑑 = 1, 2, 3 SiDBs. The numbers

of obtained valid gate implementations are summarized in Table 1.

The name of each gate is stated in the first column. The number of

valid gates for each 𝑑 are totaled in the second, third, and fourth

column, respectively.

In contrast, Table 2 lists the requiredminimum number of canvas

SiDBs for each gate implementation compared to the state-of-the-art

Bestagon gate library, presented by Walter et al. [27]. In the first

column, again, the gate names are stated. The second column gives

the number of canvas SiDBs of the Bestagon gates, and the third col-
umn indicates whether the gate was designed using RL or manual

labor. The final column lists the minimum number of canvas SiDBs

that the proposed Automatic Exhaustive Gate Designer requires for
each gate.

5.3 Discussion
Execution of the Automatic Exhaustive Gate Designer with 𝑑 = 1 re-

veals that no SiDB implementation with a single canvas SiDB exists

for any of the Boolean functions from the test set when using the

Bestagon skeletons. However, more than half of said gates can be re-

alized by the means of two canvas SiDBs. In case of the OR function,

a total of 64 different valid implementations exist. When increasing

1
The implementation of the Automatic Exhaustive Gate Designer as presented in this

work is publicly available at https://github.com/cda-tum/fiction
2
They are part of the MNT SiDB Library, which is available at https://github.com/
cda-tum/mnt-sidb-library

Table 2: Bestagon gate library [27] compared to minimized
results obtained by the proposed approach.

Gate Name

State of the Art [27] Proposed

𝑑 SiDBs RL
a
/Man.

b 𝑑 SiDBs

DOUBLE WIRE 8 𝑀𝑎𝑛. 3

CX 7 𝑅𝐿 3

HA 4 𝑅𝐿 3

AND 4 𝑅𝐿 2

XOR 4 𝑅𝐿 2

OR 4 𝑅𝐿 2

XNOR 4 𝑅𝐿 3

FO2 3 𝑅𝐿 3

NOR 2 𝑅𝐿 2

NAND 2 𝑅𝐿 3

INVERTER Diagonal 8 𝑀𝑎𝑛. 3

INVERTER Straight 8 𝑀𝑎𝑛. 2

WIRE Diagonal 6 𝑀𝑎𝑛. 2

WIRE Straight 6 𝑀𝑎𝑛. 2

Total 70 35

a
Gate has been designed via RL.

b
Gate has been designed manually.

the amount of canvas SiDBs to three, valid implementations for all

investigated gate functions could be obtained. The number of such

implementations also increases significantly, reaching up to 2391

for the Wire Straight.
As mentioned in the beginning, for SiDB logic, the number of

canvas SiDBs is used as the dominant metric to measure the cost

and quality of any gate implementation. As shown in Table 2, the

number of canvas SiDBs of the Bestagon gates [27] and the mini-
mum number of SiDBs required to design gate implementations

that fulfill the underlying Boolean function differs significantly.

Specifically, the proposed approach yields gate implementations

that collectively utilize 35 canvas SiDBs, while the original Bestagon
gates required 70 canvas SiDBs in total. This underscores the limi-

tations of current SiDB gate libraries and, notably, for the first time,

presents a cost-effective alternative.

Furthermore, with the proposed approach, minimal SiDB gate

implementations for the Double Wire, Inverter Diagonal/Straight,
Wire Diagonal/Straight could be designed that used to demand

manual labor. Additionally, the number of canvas SiDBs across

these new implementations is reduced by roughly a factor of three.

This fact is exemplarily illustrated in Figure 5: while the Bestagon
Double Wire possesses eight canvas SiDBs (in red), the minimal

implementation obtained by the proposed approach only comprises

three canvas SiDBs.

This reduction of gate cost manifests itself as a substantial ad-

vantage when many instances of the SiDB gates proposed in this

work are employed throughout a larger circuit layout. Hence, the

presented methodology states an optimal basis for SiDB circuits.

https://github.com/cda-tum/fiction
https://github.com/cda-tum/mnt-sidb-library
https://github.com/cda-tum/mnt-sidb-library
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Figure 4: Variety of Bestagon [27] skeletons with respective canvases.

(a) Double wire of the Bestagon
gate library [27].

(b) Proposedminimal doublewire
implementation.

Figure 5: Bestagon double wire [27] compared to aminimal
implementation obtained by the proposed method.

6 CONCLUSION
As Silicon Dangling Bond (SiDB) logic continues to advance and

gain attention in the scientific and commercial communities as a

promising beyond-CMOS technology, the need to reduce overall

circuit costs becomes paramount. These costs are closely related

to the SiDB count. To achieve an SiDB cost reduction, the primary

strategy is to design SiDB gates that use as few SiDBs as possible.

In this work, an approach was presented that automatically and

exhaustively designs SiDB gate implementations for given Boolean

functions while minimizing the SiDB count. The proposed approach

involves three steps: (1) exhaustively determining all possible SiDB

distributions within a given canvas for 𝑑 SiDBs, (2) integrating

these SiDB distributions into a skeleton to form unique SiDB lay-

outs, and (3) subjecting these SiDB layouts to extensive physical

simulation to validate their adherence to the given Boolean func-

tion. This approach guarantees that the minimal solution, i. e., gate
with minimum number of SiDBs, is designed.

As a result, it was revealed that gates of the state-of-the-art

Bestagon SiDB gate library possess significantly more canvas SiDBs

than required, leading to excess gate and circuit costs. Moreover,

due to the exhaustive nature of the proposed method, a range of

different implementations could be determined for each evaluated

Boolean function, all with the same cost-minimumnumber of SiDBs.

This allows selection based on secondary or even tertiary metrics.
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